Saturation of Membrane Specific Statistical Potentials
The question at hand is, whether there is enough data to train membrane specific statistical potentials. This problem gets even more pressing upon separate treatment of membrane and interface part. Of all 3 affected statistical potential terms, a total of 360 secondary structure specific potentials have been trained with varying amount of soluble training data. Upon spherical smoothing, the local data of 2000 randomly picked structures of the soluble test set has been gathered for every single potential. To remove amino acid specific biases, one half of the data has been used to train the amino acid specific linear models on the one single feature of interest. The application of these linear models on the other half of the data then gives insights into the saturation behaviour and is further illustrated in figure 1 . In all cases the performances rapidly increase when more and more training data is provided, but the speed of asymptotic convergence is term specific. The solvation term seems to saturate fast, whereas the pairwise interaction terms need more data to be fully saturated. 
dRMSD Definition Used in This Work
For some performance analysis, a local distance RMSD is used in the supplemental part of this work. In contrary to the classical RMSD approach, the dRMSD is superposition independent and represents the root mean square deviation of the difference in distance between all pairs of atoms, either on a per residue or full structure basis. To emphasize local behaviour, only distances below 10Å in the reference structure are considered in the calculation. In case of large distance differences, but also in case of missing distances, a cap value of 5Å for the difference in distance has been introduced.
Parametrization of Statistical Potential Terms
The pdfs of the statistical potential terms are based on histograms with following parametrization:
Soluble Potentials:
• 9 Performance on Our Test Set (a) QMEANBrane score vs. local lDDT for alpha helical transmembrane residues on our own testset. Pearsons r: 0.71 (b) QMEANBrane score vs. local lDDT for β barrel transmembrane residues on our own testset. Pearsons r: 0.67 (c) ROC analysis on alpha helical transmembrane residues on our own testset with lDDT as target function and a class cutoff of 0.6. AUC: 0.89 (d) ROC analysis on β barrel transmembrane residues on our own testset with lDDT as target function and a class cutoff of 0.6. AUC: 0.85 Figure 6 : Local performances of QMEANBrane on membrane associated residues as defined by OPM on our own testset. Upon clustering with a sequence identity threshold of 30%, the linear weights applied on the targets of one particular cluster are trained on all other clusters. Despite similar observed overall performance for β-barrel structures, problems arise with shifted alignments as they can occur when aligning sequences from remote homologues. The low level of pairwise interactions in combination with the regular hydrophobicity pattern often observed in alignment shifts by two residues hamper the reliable detection of such errors, and will require further investigations in the future. .EISSY 5 consensus ***************************************************************************!! 
